Remembering Joe Mandell, Avid Folk Dancer and Musician
by Linnea Mandell (with editorial help from family members, Dana Mandell, Douglas Mandell, Miriam Lewis, Craig
Kurumada, Marion Mandell)
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Remembering Joe Mandell continued
A dedicated mycologist, Joe was president of the San Francisco Mycological Society for two years and
served as a mushroom expert for the poison control line, assisting when someone’s child or pet ate an unidentified
mushroom. He loved gardening, but had an ongoing
struggle with the large population of hungry
neighborhood squirrels which he would carefully trap
and rehome in Baylands Park.
Joe was always known for his kindness, cheer,
and warm heartedness. He was quick with a joke and
everyone enjoyed his intelligent and interesting
conversations. He will be fondly remembered by all
who knew him.
The Mandells would like to encourage everyone
to contribute stories, photos and memories to an
online memorial at
https://www.forevermissed.com/joseph- mandell.
Additional ways to remember Joe might include
singing, playing, or dancing in his memory or
Appalachian night at Folklore Camp 2014 (with Linnea
contributing to the EEFC in his name.
Mandell and Craig Kurumada)

LET’S DANCE THE MONSTER AWAY
by Rebecca Tsai
Many of you may know the Chinese tradition involving the Monster Nien. The Monster Nien appears on Lunar
New Year’s Eve. To avoid him, everyone must hide in their homes. They try to scare away the Monster Nien by
setting off firecrackers.
On New Year’s morning, people
dress in new red clothes and they go out
to meet and greet friends and family.
They say “恭喜恭喜”(“Gong Xi!”
which means “Congratulations!”) to
each person because they survived the
Monster Nien. They also give each
other red envelopes with cash inside for
luck.
On February 12, the Lunar New
Year was celebrated on Zoom by the
Smile & Dance Dancers. We all wore
red clothing, and we danced in the New
Year with songs and greetings for each
other. You can see us dancing in the
links: https://youtu.be/HHQrx3ggP80
https://youtu.be/yg7U1ANT584
If it’s too much trouble to type in the links, just do a search on YouTube for “Smile & Dance Ling Li.” If it’s
not the first selection, scroll through the listing to find the screen that looks like the one above.
The hand gesture shown in the Zoom window above is the way the Chinese greet each other. The right hand
makes a half-fist and the left hand holds the right hand at chest height. Looking into each other’s eyes, we bend
slightly and gently shake the joined hands three times toward the other person.
We are staying at home during this difficult time. Let’s dance together to scare the COVID Monster away.
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